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Abstract: In this new era of online platforms, there have been many movie content platforms people use to make their busy life 

relaxed by watching movies online according to their convenience. But because there exists large datasets of movies it becomes 

very difficult for the user to search and select a movie. In this paper, we discuss movie recommender systems and its techniques 

and try to analyze the in-depth problem of why some movies get more fame and what all the factors responsible for a movie or a 

web-series to gainer recognition by performing Exploratory data analysis and visualizing the pre-processed using Tableau tool 

which is widely used in this domain. Visualizations depict significant relations and the sentiment of the users behind every movie 

as well as the parameters being considered and evaluated will eventually be a prominent key for any individual who is involved 

in this field. Factors mainly the geographic location, genre of the film, recognition of actor and director, the past history of the 

films directed by that director and many more are to be paid much attention while working in this and which we have very well 

demonstrated through our research.  

INTRODUCTION 

In the modern world there is a need for a recommendation system as users have been exposed to a large number of multimedia 

contents with the rise of OTT platforms such as Netflix, Disney Plus and many more. Many recommendation systems are available 

along with a large number of algorithms that are used for data forecasting for specific results that the user needs. Collaborative 

approach is divided into 2 methods i.e Model-based and Memory-based. Neural network generation happens in model based 

methods which understands the facts and shows the required results/recommendation. The well-known recommendation strategy 

of commercial OTT services is to use user’s rating data, which is then fed for collaborative filtering.  

Movie recommendation systems are very popular. They will gain more popularity in the coming years as the filmmaking industry 

is getting vast and there will be numerous options for the user to choose from the huge collection1][2]. So in this vast collection, 

users only wish to watch a certain language, theme, genres or some different constraints. In this situation the recommendation 

system works. It uses the concept of machine learning and works on it by learning the datasets. After that the recommendations can 

be based on search history, language, same genre, etc. This technique is used to meet the customer needs and getting benefitted by 

delivering the contents according to the user.  

We have studied and analyzed 3 major OTT platforms i.e. Amazon Prime, Netflix and Disney Plus. We studied IMDB movie 

dataset along with the datasets of each platform to analyze the distribution of various constraints like movie genre, age limits, etc 

to get the tags representing each platform.   

To investigate different OTT platform datasets, analyze the utilization of platforms to provide users with accurate movie 

recommendations. To personalize a platform for the user the system will search content that the user is interested in and will 

accordingly show the results. Now the simplest way possible is by recommending the top trending content to the user but to make 

it more personalized for the user, dedicated recommendation systems are needed.  
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Literature Survey 

Recommender systems is a convenient technology that can solve the problem of vast amounts of information provided to users by 

providing personalized, specialized building recommendations and services. Collaborative filtering process is widely used which 

recommends items by identifying other users with similar interests. We have evaluated data mining techniques for this system. We 

have studied various research papers and the overall flow of research is analyzed. We have used different types of datasets collected 

from kaggle. In the movies dataset we have downloaded credits.csv and movies_metadata.csv files separately as they were large in 

size. In the IMDB dataset we have all hollywood movies till 2018 along with all OTT platform movies.       

Hyeyoung Ko and team [3] makes the use of Hybrid Recommendation model to solve the sparsity that means a set of numbers is 

considered to be sparse when a high percentage of the values are assigned to the constant default value. Their algorithm was used 

to satisfy the absence of the rating data by integrating the information.  For this algorithm Content-Based Filtering and Collaborative 

Filtering models were used. 

Abbasi-Moud et al. [4] came up with the tourism recommendation system in which the data from user’s reviews will be considered 

as data on tourist destinations. The system specifies the circumstances of the user's data review on tourist destinations. The system 

comes with the data that includes time, location, and weather data. The tourist destination system uses Text Mining, performing 

text analysis and clustering to review the data and to find out user preferences. 

Sneh Srivastava and team [2] says that the Multi criteria recommendation system integrates fondness information on the top of 

multiple criteria. This algorithm describes the complete fondness of the user for the unit, the system attempts to predict a rating for 

the trackless units by imposing fondness information operating multiple criteria that may cause a change of this overall preference 

value. Authors came up with another commendable approach as Location recommendation Mobile system which uses internet-

accessing mobile devices to provide custom or factor recommendations. The system make use of GPS data of user’s device for 

routing taxi drivers to take fare, that take in the location, current time and working status for the passengers. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

I.  Dataset Description - 

We have considered our few dataset from Kaggle and few of them we have scrapped from the Internet. In our project there are 7 

datasets which are listed below - 

Amazon - In our Amazon dataset we have considered 8 columns to provide our user all shows n related to that information like it 

consists Name of show, Year of release, Number of seasons, Language, Genre, IMDB rating, Age of viewers and the average vote. 

This platform has a subscription for streaming. User is able to select a show according to his choice and he will be able to see all 

the seasons and episodes for that show which will be extracted from our dataset. 

Data - In this dataset we have considered 4 columns which consist of director_name, actor_name, genres and the movie_title. 

Basically this dataset consists of cast and crew names of all the shows. 

credits - In this database we have considered 3 columns which consist of cast, crew, ID. 

final_data - In this database we have considered 4 columns which consist of director_name, actor_name, genres, movie_title and 

comb(combination). In this dataset all the data is combined after preprocessing and data extract.              

movie_metadata - In this dataset we have considered all information about the show like total actors, reviews, language, country, 

budget, year, IMDB ratings and aspect_ratio etc. 

movies_metadata - In this dataset we have considered all information about show like gender, age( for adult), production countries, 

revenue, popularity, production countries, status, and average vote for that show 

Netflix - In this dataset we have considered 12 columns which are related to the show like show_id, type, duration, listed_in( Reality 

shows), and description about the show. 

II. Data preprocessing and exploratory analysis: 

Data preprocessing is the technique where the data is dropped before it is used to enhance the performance. We have preprocessed 

different datasets of movies which we have scrapped from amazon, movie metadata etc. Data cleaning is the technique that is used 

for deleting or altering inaccurate data for review. In data analysis this data is not necessary as it can slow the process or show 

incorrect results. Data cleaning is also used to maximize the detailing of the data collection without deleting anything.  

Exploratory data analysis evaluates the datasets to summarize its characteristics. It involves the use of statistical graphics along 

with different data visualization techniques. In this project we have used various datasets like movie_metadata.csv, amazon.csv, 

Netflix.csv which we have downloaded from Kaggle.  
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Images of Pre-Processing and cleaning the data  

 

 

Fig.1 Overview of the dataset 

 

 

  

Fig.2 Graph plot for movies for 2016 

   

We have scrapped data for the year 2017 movies. We have extracted it from Wikipedia using pandas. After scrapping we got the 

raw data in text format and then converted it to csv format, we have also used TMDB website to extract the data and eventually 

merged and pre-processed this raw data.  
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Fig.3 Extracting information for 2017 movies 

 

 

Fig.4 Concatenating extracted info to new column 

  

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Data Visualization 

Tableau is a widely used data visualization tool and is an extremely powerful tool and has an easy UI for interaction with data. 

Tableau has different key products and the first stage of this process is transaction processing where it ensures data is collected and 

stored in a database. Second is Data analyzed here data cleansing is done where in- appropriate data is handled.  Tableau allows us 

to connect to any form of data such as excel, web APIs etc. 

Tableau can be easily handled with just dragging and dropping dataset columns and selecting suitable charts or graphs required for 

them. It allows us to build reports and dashboards that can be shared across any organization. Another key feature is insights shared 

and checks safe and secure ways to share data and give access. Tableau writes optimized sequel queries in order to fetch data from 

a dataset or database. Tableau desktop and tableau online are used to design insights and tableau server, reader and tableau public 

are used for publishing reports. It divides the data into two parts that is dimensions where string, dates and geographical values data 

is considered and second is measure where all the numeric, float or figures data is present. 
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Few reasons why tableau is used is because of its speed, scalability and powerful integration. Less time is needed in tableau to 

create graphs compared to other software’s. Algorithms are used to format the graph precisely which eventually benefits the heavy 

lifting in data analysis. It is an all in one tool that is integrated which helps create sophisticated presentations for the data.  

Controllable dashboards, automatically updates to show the data the user has queried. With its powerful integration it helps/allows 

it to work with the raw data in multiple formats i.e. text files, excel, tables from pdf which then can be extracted with tableau. It 

allows connections to the organization database as well.   

Results:  

 

Fig.5 Director and Budget Graph  

The director and budget plot allows us to analyze the relation between director and the budget planned for each movie. We have 

arranged the budget in descending order in the above text bar. We have taken the sum of the budget of each director which is 

represented by unique colors.  

 

 

              Fig.6 Director and number of movies graph 
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This plot helps us to understand which director has directed the kind of movies Director and number of movies along with the 

country to which the movie belongs and also which movie was directed by respective directors.  Each movie title is also represented 

by square symbols in different colors to better understand the country in which the movie was produced by the respective director. 

 

 

Fig.7 Director and Duration graph 

This bar graph gives information of duration of each movie and their producer's relation in the graph using horizontal bars in 

descending order within a specified range. The duration column is filtered to a maximum range of 3500 which descends gradually.  

 

 

Fig.8 Director and Critic Reviews graph 

Based on the user reviews with their respective countries, directors are plotted in this graph, which is an effective way to predict 

which movie is better. Here we have plotted the graph using horizontal bars to show the critic review along with the director’s name 

in descending order. 
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Fig.9 Director and Year graph 

The gantt chart gives the information about the year in which the movie was released and the scatter plot is plotted in different 

colors with movie names. 

| 

 

 

Fig.10 Genre, Actor and Voted users graph  

The insight above shows the plot between genres and the cast members of all the movies in the dataset along with the users voted 

for that particular cast and movie. 
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Fig.11 Year and Gross profit graph 

The Year and Gross is an analysis of the overall profit earned in the year of release and the max and min value for each label of that 

year and we can clearly see that there has been a significant rise in the profit in this industry. 

 

Fig.12 Country and Number of voters graph 

The pie chart is the prediction for the number of voters in each country who have voted maximum for each movie and as seen the 

UK has the most voters.  

Conclusion: 

We have cleaned the data that we obtained from Kaggle and IMDB. We performed exploratory data analysis on the data like taking 

valuable insights from the data, removed the missing values and did some preprocessing as well so that we can train our model. So 

now whenever a user will visit our website and write the movie name in the search bar, the user will see some auto-suggestions 

related to the movie. As soon as the user presses enter, the page will redirect to the new page where all the information related to 

the searched movie like cast, genre, ratings, reviews, etc. will be visible to the user. 
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Future Scope: 

Collaborative filtering [7] analyzes the information of the user considering its similar interest and gives probability that the target 

individual or user will be interested. To give personalized recommendations to the user according to its similar preferences, 

collaborative filtering uses various algorithms for filtering data from user reviews.  

After successfully collecting the required data and then carried out pre-processing techniques on the same which was then followed 

by data visualization on tableau. Now this data and insights can be further used to build a recommender system.  

A recommender system based on Item-based collaborative filtering which will make predictions based on the user ratings vectors 

and movie id in the dataset. User will be asked to fill a survey form and that data will be passed to our CF-model, along with the 

movie id there will be user id which will be used by the model to compare with the type of movie current user has requested for and 

if both have given similar ratings to the movie then model can predict them as similar users. 

 

Once the similarities are calculated for users then we find the top n users and find correlation with the input user. In this way we 

will carry out the same process for different users. Once calculated for multiple users now we will multiply the correlation and 

ratings column for that user to get weighted ratings. At the end we sum the weighted rating and correlation and then divide the 

results to get the top users. 
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